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 He vividly compares what it really is like dating and seeking fleeting romances and flings based on the
world's requirements and doing items God's way. He's right down to earth and is genuine and
understands the struggle. I recommend that all one people read this reserve. This guy is real He is
amazing and shares from his heart. Indisputable This is a great read for anyone whether you’re
considering being abstinent or not. I will be sharing this reserve with my friends and family for sure! Very
good advice and this is indeed true from my experience. I simply want to thank the lord for working
through Rob and placing this publication and his non revenue organization in my own life simply at the
proper time! A year in October is when i decided waiting may be the only option in fact it is not really
easy but worthwhile in so many ways and meeting someone that was, and is going through the motions
as you’re brings comfort to learn i am not by yourself. In the book he's very open and honest and well it
hits home! He doesn’t pretend to learn everything and he doesn’t pretend to be perfect which is why I
think I was drawn to it so very much.Many thanks Rob for following a lord and composing this book so it
can encourage me personally and support me while i am upon my journey of waiting for my only.God
bless! Awesome book which makes a person think, and gets your attention! Please pick up a duplicate of
the publication and browse it. I believe what the author says. ? THE HIGHER THE SACRIFICE - THE
HIGHER THE REWARD Why Waiting Functions, addresses sex from a realistic, 2018 awareness,
weighing both the male and female's challenges, needs, desires, and best interests.Kowalski brings about
some hard truths and factual statements about internet dating! I think every single person should go
through this! I've learnt some points and liked reading it. I love this book. I'd like to thank Mr. Kowalski
for listening to God and sharing his story thus far around on dating and life experiences (intentions,
setting requirements, relationships with people). Hello peeps! Let him know what you think about the
book as well. Mr. The author writes from the perspective of a man with both negative and positive real
life encounters. Kowalski addresses the reality, makes you feel just like you're in a discussion with a pal
who's been there/done that, and instructors you through an idea for your future - all in a single quick read.
This reserve isn't just for mid-existence singles looking for love; Awesome go through! The sacrifice is
completely well worth the reward. Rob, thank you for your transparency. Great book that makes sense
Great practical approach to finding real love. I was sexually energetic with my longterm boyfriend prior to
scanning this publication and thought if I stopped he'd leave however it has strenghtened our romantic
relationship and we are now even discussing marriage that is something that I did not discover in the
cards ahead of this decision. When I first informed him about the book he thought I got lost my brain but
throughout a recent road trip I had taken the opportunity to learn it to him and he was shocked by the
proven fact that this approach is a no-brainer. Highly recommended! Waiting 'Til Marriage - - Not as
archaic a concept as it might seem! While 'waiting to have sexual intercourse until marriage' is in no way
a new idea, I can't say that I've heard about many 40-somethings doing so, especially post-divorce or
having had a multitude of relationships. I was intrigued from enough time I watched Rob's YT video "10
reasons never to have sex until marriage", and knew that I got to obtain a copy of his book once it was
published.! It got me most of 36 hours to finish the book therefore if anyone has the chance the means
and enough time and you’re reading this review I extremely suggest to consider those 36 hours to make a
change to your complete life. And the publication is very practical rather than so very much “ because
God said so” which is ideal for people like me who likes more of grounds than someone saying therefore.
Compelling Read Got to hand it to Rob for getting the guts to reveal his screw ups, of which there are
various. I myself am waiting for the proper person one. I think the "raw" nature of the book is why is it
such a compelling read. I congratulate him for composing it and for starting cityfam, a community that
delivers opportunity for visitors to connect, have fun, and serve together. everyone here the very best in
your journey to love. Eye opener This book i would recommend to anybody and every one who requires a
good eye opener. This publication gave me clearness on a whole lot. The publication is filled with good



advice aswell. He doesn’t pretend to learn everything and he doesn’t pretend to be ideal which is why I
believe I was attracted to it so much. I believe in this publication. God sent him at the same time when I
really needed the encouragement. Thanks a lot Rob for guidance that will modification our lives for the
better. This book is for our generation I purchased this reserve on Friday and finished reading it by
Monday. It had been a total eye-opener. My life is usually richer after having browse this publication.I
really believe in this publication. God's way is way better not because it is what is written in His term, but
when God wrote it, He was out of 100 % pure and genuine love for us. Don't cheat yourself, chasing
things which are less than what you deserve. Very good! It had taken me most of 36 hours to finish the
book so if anyone gets the opportunity the means and the time and you’re reading this review I highly
suggest to consider those 36 hours to make a radical modification to your complete life A book you
gained’t want to place down until you’re finished! I've 7 6 4 3 2 1 more required words. it is for anyone
who believes in the kind of love that is selfless, honoring, life-giving, defensive, hopeful, individual,
energizing, and won't fail! I am always up for the truth and facts being put on the line! The author knows
what it’s prefer to wait. He is normally not really a polished author, but he is passionate man whose points
are drawn from personal experience as well as professional research. It helps to gather with other folks.
When will you write more books? Different Very compelling. Changed the way I look at a lot more than
sex. A good read for anybody, even you. Powerful, Inspired, Fantastic in every way!! I found this to be a
very easy browse, thought-provoking and, frankly, encouraging from the standpoint that Kowalski is in
the same a long time, male (obviously), not ashamed of his position on waiting around, and yes, easy on
the eyes. I have thoroughly enjoyed reading Why Waiting Works. Rob, I have great admiration & respect
for you. I can truly connect with you on so many amounts. Thank you for whatever you do! I want you &
Way to go, Rob!??
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